Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources: This area refers to jobs that involve being outdoors and working with your hands.

Pathway choices include:
1. Plants
2. Animals (PCCCA-Rockmart)
3. Ag Mechanics (PCCCA-Rockmart)
4. Forestry
5. Wildlife Management
6. Ag Leadership

Architecture and Construction: This area encompasses all the jobs that are involved in the building, maintenance, and operation of businesses and residential properties.

Pathway choices include:
1. Carpentry
2. Welding (PCCCA-Cedartown)

Arts, A/V Technology, and Communications: Creative people who love using their talents to entertain and inform others are drawn to jobs in this career cluster.

Pathway choices include:
1. Audio Video and Film
2. Graphic Design

Business, Management, and Administration: Entrepreneurial people who are highly organized and enjoy working with others often find business to be a suitable career area.

Pathway choices include:
1. Entrepreneurship
2. Business Communications (Course only)
**Education and Training:** If you're patient and enjoy helping others, working in the education field can be a rewarding experience.

Pathway choices include:
1. Teaching as a Profession

**Finance:** Related careers require solid attention to detail, ability to work with numbers and figures, and a business mindset.

Pathway choices include:
1. Business Accounting
2. Financial Services
3. Financial Literacy *(Course only)*

**Health Science:** Health science careers encompass all aspects of the medical and dental field.

Pathway choices include:
1. Patient Care (CNA)
2. Dental Science
3. Allied Health/General Healthcare

**Human Services:** The human services career cluster refers to jobs with the primary purpose of helping families meet basic human needs.

Pathway choices include:
1. Personal Care Services-Cosmetology
Information Technology: Jobs in information technology deal with computer hardware, software, and systems integration services.

Pathway choices include:
1. Programming
2. Computer Science

Law, Public Safety, Corrections, and Security: Protecting the well being of the public at large is the goal of occupations in this area.

Pathway choices include:
1. Criminal Investigations

Marketing, Sales, and Service: This career cluster allows people to use their creativity and communications skills to meet a variety of business objectives.

Pathway choices include:
1. Marketing and Management

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics: Careers in this area often involve cutting edge research into new technological developments.

Pathway choices include:
1. Engineering and Technology/Robotics (PCCCA-Rockmart)

Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics: Jobs in this cluster involve moving people, materials, and products by road, air, rail, and water.

Pathway choices include:
1. Automobile Maintenance and Light Repair